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We have studied the Krull-Remak-Schmidt-Azumay a's theorem from point
of view of categories in [4], §3. In this note, we shall study further properties of
those categories.

We have defined an additive category 3t induced from a family of completely
indecomposable modules {Mrt}, namely whose objects consist of directsums of
MΛ and studied the quotient category 3ϊ/$ with respect to the ideal ^ in Sϊ in [4].

In the first section, we characterize submodules Mo in an object M in 3ί,
which is in 31 and M0 = M (mod £v), and show that every such Mo coincides with
M if and only if 3? is the Jacobson radical of 31, (see [7] for the radical).

In the second section, we consider Conditions II and III defined in [4],
which are related with exchange property defined in [1]. We change slightly the
definition of exchange property in this note and show that every direct sum-
mand of objects M in 3Ϊ has the exchange property in M if and only if $ is the
Jacobson radical of 31.

In the final section, we restrict ourselves to a case where MJs are projective.
We shall show, in this case, that objects in SI are closely related to semi-perfect
modules defined in [9]. Especially we show that an object P= 2 ® P Λ in 31 is

perfect if and only if {PΛ} is an elementwise T-nilpotent system defined in [4] and
P is semi-perfect if and only if {Pα} is an elementwise semi-T-nilpotent system.

Let R be a ring with unit element and all modules in this note be unitary right
i?-modules. An i?-module M is called completely indecomposable if ΈnάR (M)
= SM is a (non-commutative) local ring. We assume here that indecomposable
modules mean completely indecomposable.

1. Dense submodules

Let Mo be an R-module and assume Mo= X] ®M Λ , where MJs are inde-
I

composable modules. We have defined an additive category 31 in [4] from the
above decomposition as follows: The objects of 31 consist of some directsums of
MJs and the morphisms of 31 consist of all i?-homomorphisms. We denote
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those morphisms by [M, N']R and we call §1 is induced from a family {Mj.
Furthermore, we have defined an ideal $ in SI in [4] as follows: Let N= 2 θΛί'β,
N'= 2 Θ-WV b e ί n 51- 3ί consists of all morphisms / in [N, N']R such that
pβffiβ^L [Mβ, M'βr\R is not isomorphic for any β and β'y where iβy pβ' are injection
and projection, respectively and Λ7, N' run through all objects in 51. We know
from Theorem 7 in [4], that $ defines an ideal in 51 and 5ί/$ is a C3-completely
reducible abelian category, (see [2] for the definition of ideals).

When we consider object N and morphism/ in 51/$, we denote them by N
and f. Furthermore, if N is in 51 and N=N1@N2 as i?-modules, then N£

means Im e.y where e is a projection of N to N4. Let S be a ring. By J(S) we
denote the Jacobson radical of S and by $ M we denote $ Π EndR(M) for an
i?-module M.

Let MΏ.N be objects in 51 and z the inclusion of N to M. If z is isomor-
phic modulo $, i.e. M=N> then we call JV a ίfense submodule in M.

Proposition 1. iϊWry ώ/z^ submodule of M is R-isomorphίc to M.

Proof. Since M=N, M and N have isomorphic direct summands by [4],
Corollary 1 to Theorem 7.

Let {Ma} be a family of completely indecomposable modules and {/Λt }Γ=i
any sequence of non isomorphic i?-homomorphisms of MΛi to Maί+1 in {Ma}
(M Λ ί > 1 may be equal to Mai). If there exists nf which depends on the above
sequence and for any element m in MΛV such that/Λ w/Λ n_ i /Λ i(m)=0, then we
call {Mj a (elementwise) T-nilpotent system (cf. [4]). If the above condition is
satistied for any sequence {fΛi} such that Mai^MΛ. if z'=t=i, then we call {MΛ} a
(elementwise) semi-T-nϊlpotent system. In general, a semi-T-nilpotent system
is not Γ-nilpotent.

Let M = 2 φM^ and / a subset of /, then we denote a submodule

2 ΘMΛ/ by Mj.

Proposition 2. L^ί M and P be in 5t and MΏ.P. Then there exists a
submodule Po in M satisfying the following conditions.

1 Pois an object in 2t; P o = Σ

2 P o / z"ί « direct summand of M for any finite subset J of I, [if {M^}y is T-
nίlpotent system, J' need not be finite),

3 Po=P.
Furthermore, if P— Im e and e is an idempotent in SM= EndJ?(M), then we can

choose Po in Im e.

Proof. Let P= 2 ©M λ. Since M^P and 51/$ is completely reducible,

there exist i^[P, M]R and pe[M, P]^ such thatpi=lP (mod$). Let J be a
subset of / and ijy pj be inclusion and projection, respectively. Since pjpiij is
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isomorphic, pjpiij is Λ-isomorphic by [4], Lemma 8 and Theorem 8 if / is finite
or {Mλ}j is a Γ-nilpotent system. Hence, aj=iij splits, namely Im α 7 is a
direct summand of M. Therefore, i is i?-monomorρhic. We put P 0 = I m i
as i?-module, then Po satisfies 1^3. If P=Im ef we have a relationpei=pi= \P

(mod $). Hence, if we take aj=eiiJy we know that Im ei=PocieM.

The following theorem gives a special answer for Condition III in [4].

Theorem 1. Let M be in SI and M= Σ ®Ny as R-module. Then each Ny

contains a submodule Py such that Py is in St and Σ Φ-P y ™ a dense submodule of

M.

Proof. Let πy be a projection of M to Ny. Then from Proposition 2 we
have Py in SI such that P γ = I m τty= Ny. We shall show M= Σ ®Λ> L e t

K

iy, iΊ' and iy" be inculsions of Py to M, of P 7 to Ny and of iV7 to M such that
iy=ίy"ίy

f, respectively. Since Py=lmτry, there exists an jR-homomorphism py

of Λf to Py such that iypy=πy (mod $). Let {/7} be an element in Π [Py, N]ty/%,

where N is an object in SI and fy(=[Pyy N]R. We put fy"=fypyiy"<=[Ny, N]R

and f= Πfy'^[M, N]R. Then we have fiy=fiy"iy'=fy"iy'=fyρyiy. Hence,

fiy=fy (mod ^ ) . We shall show that/ does not depend on a choice of repre-
sentative fy. It is sufficient to show that if f\Py=fiy is in $ f° r all γ, then / is
in 3 for any / i n [M, iV]*. Let iV= Σ 0 M δ ; Mδ's are indecomposable. If/

is not in $, there exists an idecomposable direct summand T of M such that
^δ7*τ is isomorphic, where iτ: T^M, p8': N->Nδ are inclusion and projection,
respectively. Since {πy}κ is summable, 1 M ~ Σ ^V and/= Σ / ^ Y Further-

more, since {py'fπyiτ}κ is summable and p8'fiτ
= Σ PsfπΊiτ> there exists a

finite subset i£' in if such that Σ Ps'fKyiT is not isomorphic, and Σ.Pδ'/πY'V is
-K-.K:' JC/

isomorphic. Therefore, there exists y in /£' such that p8'fπyiτ is isomorphic.
On the other hand ps'fπyiτ=ps'fiyπyiτ = O (mod 3), which is a contradiction.
Conversely, we take a morphism / e [M, iV]sι/s and/e[M, Λ^] .̂ Put fy=fiy,
then/y does not depend on a choice of/ by Proposition 2 and [4], Lemma 5.
Thus, we have shown that [M, N]w/%= Π [Pv, Λ

r]sι/^.
We call such Py a *fe/we submodule of Ny.

Theorem 2. L ί̂ M be in 31 induced from α family { M j o/ completely inde-
composable modules MΛ, and N= Σ ®MP' in SI ^ a submodule of M. Then the

following statements are equivalent,
1 N is a dense submodule of M.
2 There exists a finite subset J of I, for any direct summand P of M, such that

either PΠNjΦO or PφNj is not a direct summand of M,
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3 N contains Im (1 —f) for some element f in ^M

 aγιd iN is monomorphic.

In those cases Ny is a direct summand of M for any finite subset ]' of I. Fur-

thermore, Im (1—/) is always a dense submodule of M.

Proof. 1 —> 2 Since every direct summand of M contains an indecompo-
sable module by [4], Corollary 1 to Theorem 7, we may assume so is P. Since P is a
minimal object, Pis small (cf.[5], Theorem 1.4). Hence, P C ]Γ] @MΛi for some

finite set J. We assume that P Π Nj=0 and P®Nj is a direct summand of M.
Let £, / and E be projections of Mto P, Nj and P®7V7, respectively. We may
assume E=e+f and ef—fe=0. We denote the inclusion of submodules to M
by u Since P^NJy there exists a in [P, Nj]R such that ija = iP (mod $).
Since ϊP=eϊP and/<?=0, ϊP=eija=0. Hence, P^=0, which is a contradiction.

2-> 1 If ikfΦiV, there exists an indecomposable module P such that P 0 N 7

is a direct summand of M for any finite subset / of /. Since PQ)Nj is a
directsum of finite many of minimal objects, there exists a direct summand P o

of M such that Po Π Nj=0 and P0®Nj is a direct summand of M (see the proof
of Proposition 2).

1 ->3 Let i be an inclusion of iV to M. Since / is isomorphic, there exists
j in [My N]R such that ϊ]=lM. ΐutf=l—ij, t h e n / E ^ M a n d 1—/=y. Since
ί is monomorphic, Λ^^Im (1—/).

3-* 1 First we shall show that iV'— Im (1—/) is a dense submodule of M.
We know from the proof of Proposition 10 in [4] that 1—/ is monomorphic and
hence, Nf is in SI. Let / be an inclusion of N' to M and 1 —f=i (1 —/)' (1 — f)'
G [M, iV']*. Since 1 = 1 —f = i(l —f)' and (1 - / ) ' is isomorphic, so is /. There-
fore, N' is a dense submodule. Hence, MΞ>ΛτΞ>Im (1—/) implies that iN is
epimorphic. In. order to get the last part we put M=2V=Pin Proposition 2,
then Ny, is a direct summand of M.

Corollary 1. Let M be an object in SI and P a dense submodule of M. If
for a direct summand N= 2 @MJ of M in SI, / is finite or {MJ} is a T-nilpotent

T

system, there exists an automorphism σ of M such that cr(N) is a direct summand of P.

Proof. P contains a submodule N/ which is isomorphic to Nr and is a
direct summand of M by Proposition 2; say M^=N1

/®N2

/=N1®N2. Since
Λ/7^iV2, we obtain the corollary.

Corollary 2. Let { M j be a family of completely indecomposable modules and

SI the induced additive category from {MΛ}. Then the following conditions are

equivalent.

1 {Ma} is an elementwίse T-nilpotent system.

2 3? is the Jacobson radical of SI.

3 Every dense submodule of any M in SI coincides with M.
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Proof. 1 <->2 is obtained in [4], Theorem 8.
1 -» 3 Let N be a dense submodule of M. We know from 1 and Proposition

2 that N is a direct summand of M. Hence, N—M by Theorem 2.
3 -> 2 Let/ be in ^ M and iV=Im (1 —/). Since N is a dense submodule by

Theorem 2, N=M. Therefore, 1 —/is isomorphic, which implies $M is equal to

REMARK. Let M = Σ 0M,. as in Theorem 2. We assume that there

exists a sequence {/t }Γ=i of monomorphisms but not epimorphisms /,. of M{ to
Mi+1. Then for any finite set J of / there exists a dense submodule N in M
such that N ΓϊMj—-(0). Because, we make use of matrix representation of

[My M]R and by {eim} wτe denote a system of matrix unites. P u t / = 2 Έlfi+k-i
i * = i

fi+k-2"'fiei+ki> then/ is in ^ . Hence, P = I m ( l — / ) is a dense submodule and
PΠMj=(0).

If we use the same argument for any set /, we can give an example in which
for some subset J with | /1 < j /1 there exists a dense submodule P in M such
that PΠM/=(0). Furthermore, we can give an example in which there exists

a dense submodule P in M= ]f] φ M . such that P Π M t Φ (0) for all i and

In the above corollary, we have a situation ^M=J{SM)* In this case we
obtain a further result.

Lemma 1. Let M be in SI and ^>M=J(SM)> Then for every direct sum-
mand N of M we have %>N=J(SN).

Proof. Since 3M=J(SM), N is in SI by [4], Corollary 2 to Theorem 7. Put
N=eM for some idempotent e in SM. Then it is clear that e^Me=--^Nf since
$ does not depend on decompositions of M by [4], Lemma 5. Furthermore,
J(SN)=eJ(SM)e. Hence, J(SN)=$M.

Theorem 3. Let P be in SI and ^P=J(SP). Then every idempotent a in
SIJ(S) is lifted to S.

Proof. Let a be idempotent modulo ^P. Then there exist a module P o in
SI and a!ΪΞ[P, P0]R, b'^[P0, P]R such that Vaf = a and a'V = \P (mod 3f). Since
P o is isomorphic to a direct summand of P by [4], Theorem 7, ^P=J(SP) by
Lemma 1. Hence ό' is i?-monomorphic and e'=a'b' is P-isomorphic on Po.
We may regard P o as a direct summand of P via £/; P = I m έ r 0 θ . We put
S=Vg-χb'-1+\Q, then £ΞΞl(mod3). Put e=Sb'a', then £ | P 0 = l p and Im
e=PQ. Hence, e is idempotent in SP and e=8b'a'=b'a'=a (mod ^ ) .

Corollary. Let Rbe a (non-commutative) local ring such that J(R) is T-nil-
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potent. Let S be the ring of column finite matrices over R with any degree. Then
every idempotent in SjJ(S) is lifted to S.

Proof. Put M=Σ^®RΛ;R<Λ^R. Then S=SM and J(SM)=$M by [4],

Lemma 10.

2 Exchange property

We shall recall Condition II in [4]. Let M= Σ ®MΛ= Σ θΛΓ

β be de-

compositions of M with indecomposable modules MΛ9 Nβy Condition II in [4]

says that for any subset / of /, there exists a subset J' of / such that M= Σ MΛ

θ Σ θ-^β However, this is a special case of exchange property defined in [1].

Furthermore, this property induces Condition III in [4], namely every direct sum-

mand of M is in SI. Therefore, we shall define a weaker exchange property than

one in [1]. Let M be as above (in Sϊ), and M = Σ @P% be any direct decom-

position as .R-modules. We call a direct summand N of M has the | / | -

exchange property in M if M=N(B Σ ®P/ a n c i P/^-Pi f° r a n v decomposition

M= Σ @P» w i t n I/|-factors. If N has the \ I {-exchange property in M for
73 ί

any cardinal | /1, we call N has the exchange property in M. It is clear that if
N has the exchange property in M, then N is an object of SI. P. Crawley and
B. Jόnsson have shown in [1], Theorem 7.1 (and [10], Theorem 1) that if M
is countably generated for all a in /, then Condition III is satisfied.

In the following we always assume that M= Σ 0 ^ a > = ^ 7 i ® ^ 2 with inde-
7

composable modules Ma.

Lemma 2. If either iVΊ is finitely generated or a dense submodule of N1 is a
T-nilpotent system, then N{ is in SI, ( i = l , 2).

Proof. If N1 is finitely generated, then Nτ is a direct summand of Mj for
some finite subset J of /. Hence, N^My for some J' dj by Krull-Remak-
Schmidt's theorem. Therefore, M=N^ Σ ®MφQώ> by [4], Corollary 1 to
Theorem 7 (Azumaya's theorem), and hence N2^ Σ θ^^cv) is in SI. Next, we
assume that a dense submodule Λ̂ o of Nτ is a T-nilpotent system. Then N0=N1

by Proposition 2. Hence N1 is in SI. Since Sl/S is completely reducible, M=~ x

θ Σ Mβ= Σ MΛ 0 Σ Mβ for some K in /. Let p be a projection of M to

Σ M#. Sincep \ Nx is isomorphic and {M^j.jς is a T-nilpotent system, jί> | Nx is

an i?-isomorphism of N1 to Σ Θ ^ O J Therefore, M=iVΊ0 Ker^^Λ^!© Σ Λ β̂

= ^ 0 ^ . Hence, iV2« 5
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The following lemma is a special case of [1], Lemma 3.10 and [10], Proposi-
tion 1, however we shall give a proof from point of view of our categories.

n

Lemma 3. Let M and Ni be as above. IfN1= Σ ©Λf/ and M/^MΛi

for all i, then Nx has the exchange property in M.

Proof. We assume that M=N1@N2= Σ ®QΛ as Λ-modules. Then
I/

M=Nλ®N2= Σ ®Λ» where P<Λ= Σ ®PΛj is a dense submodule of Qa and

P Λ /s are indecomposable. Since Nr==i Σ ®M/ is a small object in 31/3,. there

exist a finite subset / " of /and a finite subset// of /,. for / e / " such that

N i ^ Σ Σ © A y W e k n o w from Proposition 2, 2) that Σ Σ ® Λ , = j P is a

direct summand of M. Since J " and// are finite, ^p=J(SP) by [4], Lemma
8. Hence, P contains a direct summand ΛY such that N/=NU (P=iV1

/©P /).

M = i V / θ P / θ Σ θ ρ / θ Σ ^ ® ^ , where Qt=Q/® Σ ΘΛy L e t ^ be a

projection of M to iV/ in this decomposition. Since N1=N1

/ and N i Π ^ Θ

Σ ©£?/© 2 , , ® ^ ) = ^ (see the proof of Theorem 1), pN, \ Nx is isomorphic.

Therefore, pN, \N1 is isomorphic as an ϋ-module. Thus, we obtain that

M=NI®P'Θ Σ ΘO/Θ Σ θρ*.
1 I" I-I"

Theorem 4. Let M= Σ θ ^ with MΛ completely indecomposable, and
I

Ni= Σ ®Mβ' be a direct summand of M\ M=N1®N2. If Γ is finite or {Mβ'}

is a T-nilpotent system, then N{ has the exchange property in M for i=ly 2.

Proof. We know from the assumption and [4], Theorem 8 that $Nl

=J(SNl). Let Λf=iV1©iVa= Σ θ ρ Λ Then M=N1φN2= Σ ®P Λ , where

Pa is a dense submodule of QΛ. We put P Λ = Σ ΘP Λ , (e3l). Since 3l/3f is

completely reducible, M=N2® Σ Σ ®P«P where// is a subset of / Λ . The
_ J JΛ

fact N^P= Σ Σ ©P Λ ί implies ^P=J(SP). Let ^ ^ be a projection of M to

iVΊ with KerpNl=N2. Then ̂ iNΓl | P is isomorphic, and hence ̂ ^ | P is isomor-
phic as an jR-module. Therefore, M=P®N2 and Σ θPΛi^QΛ- We have

shown that N2 has the exchange property. If // is finite, then N2 has the
exchange property from Lemma 3. Thus, we may assume that {M'β} is a Γ-nil-
potent system. Noting that N2 is an object of Sί by Lemma 2, first we assume
Nx= Σ θ ? 1 . , N2= Σ ®T'β and T ^ ^ β for any α, /S, where TΛ and T'β are

indecomposable. We make use of the same notation as above. Then M—N2®

Σ ©/** and P'aθP"a=Pa. Since Σ ®Pf*™N1, Σ ® ^ Λ is a direct sum-
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mand of M by Proposition 2, say M= Σ (P Λ '®P'" Λ ) and QΛ=PΛ'®PJ". Then

Σ @P'"Λ is an object in SI by Lemma 2. Let /> be a projection of M to
7

Σ ΘP'« w i t h Ker/>= Σ 0 P ' " , . Thenp \ N2 is isomorphic, since N, Π Σ Θ P W

Λ

= 0 and p(N2)=0 by the assumption. Hence,/) | iVx is isomorphic as an i?-module,

which implies M=N±®Ker p=Nt® Σ P'"*- Hence, Nx has the exchange

property in M. In general case, we choose all direct components T'$r in N2,

which is isomorphic to some Ta in Nx and put N2 = Σ Θ?V; N2=N2'(BN2".

Then, N1'=N1(BN2' satisfies the assumption in the first case. Therefore,
/ Σ ^ and QΛ=PJ®P'"Λ. Then M=N2'@NX® Σ 0 P'"-

Since JV2' satisfies the assumption in the theorem, JVΊ©2 ®P//f

Λ has the ex-

change property from the beginning case. Therefore, M=Nxφ Σ 0 P'"Λ@
T

Σ ®Piv*> and Qa^Piv

a Thus, we have proved that Λ/x has the exchange

property in M.

Corollary. Let SI be as above. Then the following statements are equivalent.

1 Every direct summand of object M in SI has the ^-exchange property in M.

2 Every direct summand of object M in 31 has the exchange property in M.

3 {Ma} is an elementwise T-nilpotent system.

Proof. l->3 Let M= Σ ®MΛ= Σ ΘMJ/0 Σ ©Λfy be a direct de-
I I' I"

compositions with \Γ\ <K0. Since every direct summand of Σ θ ^ V n a s t n ^
I'

K0-exchange property in M, it has the K0-exchange property in Σ ©M' β ' There-
l f

fore, Condition II is satisfied for Σ ®M'β'y which implies 3 by [4], Lamma 9.
l f

3-^-2 It is clear from the theorem and Proposition 2.

2 ^ 1 It is clear.

Proposition 3 ([1], [3], [6] and [10]). Let M be in SI and M=N1®N2.

If Nx is countably generated, then Nλ is in SI. If every MΛ is countably generated,

then every direct summand of M is in 31.

Proof. We make use the argument of the proof of [1], Theorem 7.1. First,

we note that for any element x in N1 there exists a direct summand Λτ

0 of N1 such

that x^No and No is in St. Because, there exists a finite set / such that Mj

contains x. From Theorem 4 we have M=Mj®Nί®N2y N1=N1

ί®Nx" and

N2=N/®N2"9 where Λ^//-(M/0iV2

/)nΛ^1 and Λ τ

2

/ /=(M /0iV1

/)niV2, and

If we use the same argument in [6], then we obtain the proposition.
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3 Semi-perfect modules

We shall study further properties of SI in a case of semi-perfect modules
defined by E. Mares in [9]. She has shown that every semi-perfect module is a
direct sum of completely indecomposable semi-perfect modules ([9], Corollary
4.4). Let P be an i?-module and J(P) the radical of P. If P is semi-perfect,
then/(P) is small in P, [P!J(P),PIJ{P)}R/J,R^SPIJ{SP) *ndJ(P)=PJ(R), (see
[9], §§2-5).

Theorem 5. Let P be a directly indecomposable projective module. Then P

is completely indecomposable if and only if P is semi-perfect, (cf. [5], the proof of

Theorem 2.8).

Proof. If P is semi-perfect, then P is completely indecomposable by [9],
Corollary 4.4. Conversely, we assume that so is P. Since PjJ{P) is R/J(R)-
projective, /([P//(P), P/J(P)]) - 0 . From an exact sequence 0-> [P, J(P)]R ->
SP - [PIJ{P\ PIJ{P)}R/j^ - 0 we have [P, J(P)] z>J(SP). On the other hand,
J(SP) is a unique maximal ideal in SP and [P, J(P)]^SP. Hence, <3P=J(SP)
= [P, J(P)]R. Next, we shall show that J(P) is small in P. Let N be a sub-
module of P such that P=J(P) -\- N. From the following rowτ exact sequence

N >NINΓiJ(P)—+0

,\PIJ(P)
N P

we have f:P^Ny which commutes the above diagram. If iV4=P, f^^$P.
Hence, I m / c Λ 7 ( Ί / ( P ) , which is a contradiction. Finally, we show that
J(P) is a unique maximal submodule in P. Put P=PjJ{P)y R=RIJ(R) and

S=SPI3P. We define μ :F®[P, R]R->S by setting μ(p®f){p')=pf{P')
— R _

Since PΦO and R-projective, μΦO. Furthermore, S is a division ring, and
hence, μ is isomorphic. pτ{P)=P implies that there exists p in P such that
μ(p®[Py #])Φθ, where T is the trace map of P. Hence, μ(p®f)§-=S for
some/ in [P, R]. Therefore, P=SP=μ{p®f)S_PCLpf{P)cipR(ZP. Hence,
P—pR^eR for some idempotent e in R. Since £Ϊ?£ is a division ring and i? is
semi-simple, P is i?-irreducible by [8], Proposition 1 in p. 65. Hence, J(P) is
unique maximal, since J(P) is the radical of P. Thus we have proved that P is
semi-perfect by [9], Theorem 5.1.

Now let {Pa} be a family of completely indecomposable projective modules,
and SI the induced additive category from {PΛ}. Let P= 2 θ ^ * a n d
P'= Σ Θ^V be in Si and / in [P, P']R. lίfΛβ=pΛfiβ is epimorphic, then/Λ β

splits and hence faβ is isomorphic. Since J(PJ) is unique maximal, Im faβ
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CΞ/(Pα') isfaβ is not isomorphic. Hence, if/is in £?, then I m / c 2 ®J(Pβ)
=/(P') Conversely, if Im/ c/(P'), then / is in 3f. Therefore, [P, P']Λ Π 3f
= F> /(*")]*. Furthermore, 0-[P, /(P')]κ-[P, P I ^ E P / / ^ , ^ W O W *
->0 is exact. Thus, for any object P in SI, many arguments in Sl/S concerned
with P coincide with those as i?//(i?)-modules. From this reason, we make use
of terminologies in 3t/3f, instead of ones as i?//(P)-modules, if there are no
confusions.

Theorem 6. Let SI be an induced category from a family of completely inde-

composable projective modules {PΛ}. Then an object P= 2 0 P γ in SI is perfect if

and only if {Pγ}/ is an elementwίse T-nίlpotent system.

Proof. Let $ ' be a full subcategory in $ which is induced from
If P is perfect, then every object in 9Γ is semi-perfect. Hence, 3>' is equal to
the Jacobson radical in St' by the above remark and [9], Theorem 2.4. Therefore,
{P7}7 is a T-nilpotent system by [4], Theorem 8. Conversely, we assume that {Py}/
is a Γ-nilpotent system. Then $P=J(SP) for every object P in ST. We shall
show that J(P) is small in P for every object P in ST. Let P=Q+J(P) for some
submodule Q and p1 a projection of P to P19 where P= 2 θ P γ Since p1{J{P))

0

c/(Pj) and^Pj) is small by Theorem 5, p1(Q)=P1. Hence, there exists / in
[P17 Q]R such that pJ=\Pl. Therefore, Qcontains an object in 3Γ which is a
direct summand of P. Let T be the set of such objects in Q and define a pertially
order in T by the inclusion. We take a totally ordered subset O j C ^ C
in T. PutQ0=\jQi9 then £ 0 = Σ θ N β ; Nβ^P«cβ> by Lemma 2. Fur-
thermore, the inclusion iβ: Nβ-*P is not zero modulo $, since £)y is a direct
summand of P. Hence, Qo is a direct summand of P by the proof of Proposi-
tion 2,2. Thus, we have a maximal element Po in Γ. P=P0(BU and Q=P
e ρ ΠJ7. Since P=Q+J(P) and J(P)=J(P0)®J(U), U=J(U)+ UΓlQ. U is
also in SI7 by Lemma 2. If E/Φθ, C/Π ρ contains an object in SΓ which is a
direct summand of U and hence of P. Which contradicts to the maximality of
Po. Therefore, P=P0= Q. Thus, every object in St' is semi-perfect by Theorem
5 and [9], Theorem 5.2.

In the above argument, we have used only facts that P. are semi-perfect and
$>p=J(Sp). Hence, from Lemma 1, [4], Corollary 2 to Theorem 7 and [9],
Theorem 2.3 we have

Proposition 4. Let P= Σ 0 P r t and PΛ semi-perfect. Then P is semi-
perfect if and only if ^p=

Theorem 7. Let P be an object in Sϊ induced from projective, completely

indecomposable modules Pa. Then we have the following equivalent conditions.

1 P is semi-perfect.
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2 $P=J(SP).
3 Every dense submodule of P coincides with P.
4 P= Σ ®Pa in 8t, then {Pa} is a semi-T-nilpotent system.

5 P satisfies the Condition II in [4].

Proof. 1 <-> 2 is proved in Proposition 4.
l->3 Let iV be a dense submodule of P. Then iV^Im (1-/) for some

f<EΞ%P. Hence, P^N+f(P)^N+J(P)^P by the remark before Theorem 6.
Therefore, P=N+J(P) implies P=iV, since /(P) is small.

3 -> 4 Let {/,.} be a family of non isomorphisms of PΛ. to PΛi+1 {PaiΦPrtί+1)
P u t / = Σ ("~e«+i «/«)> where {̂ o } is a system of matrix units in Sp. Then
Im (1—/) is a dense submodule of P. From the assumtion and the argument
of Lemma 9 in [4], we know that {f.} is a Γ-nilpotent sequence.

2^-5 is proved in [4], Corollary 2 to Theorem 7.
5^-4 is proved in [4], Lemma 9.
4->l. Let

where Mrtβ's are indecomposable and M Λ β ^M Λ β /, MΛ βφMΛ/β/ if α Φ α ' . First
we assume that the cardinal λΛ of \Ia\ is finite for all a in J^. We put PΛc»)„

= Σ θ^α>β> where n—Xay and show that J{P) is small in P. We assume
β = l

Pz=N+J(P) for some submodule JV of P. Let paCή)n be a projection of P to
P Λ C n ) M. Since \Λ is finite, /(Pα»c,)«) is small in P Λ C «) n Hence, pΛiή) n \ N is epimor-
phic, and there exists g(=[PaCn^n, N]R such that {pΛ^n\ N)g= lpΛc«)n Put

Since Ker/>Λ C r t ) Λ= Σ

Now, we assume N(tMa<:tί)ii and ^ G M ^ . J - Λ ^ . Then # ! = # ' + Σ J« from
(**), where xf G P̂ c«) »> J t G Pα β. From the assumption there exists some y{ $ iV,
since P̂ c«) n^N. Hence, there exists x2 in Ma. i2—N such that<yt = # 2 + Σ ŷ> ŷ

If we replace (*) by (**), we can find x3 in Majk—N and

W | ) W 0 Σ θPα»β. Repeating this argument, we have a sequence
{#y} so that xi^Mcύiki~Ny and f.(χi)=xi+ly where/,, is a projection of P to
MΛ ί + l Λ f.+ 1, which is a contradiction. Therefore, /(P) is small. Finally, we shall
consider a general case. Let P= Σ Σ θ M Λ β 0 Σ Σ ®MΛi and put

P,= Σ Σ M«β a n d Λ = Σ Σ ΘΛfΛί. We know from the first case P 2 is

semi-perfect. If λΛ>K 0 for α, the fact that {Maβ} is semi-Γ-nilpotent implies
from the definition that {MΛβ} is a Γ-nilpotent system. Hence, P x is perfect
by Theorem 6. Therefore, P is semi-perfect from [9], Corollary 5.3 (see Pro-
position 6 below).
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Corollary 1. Let P be protective and artinian, then P is perfect. Further-
more, if Pf is a dίrectsum of artinian submodules and Pf is semi-perfect, then Pr is
perfect.

Proof. If P is artinian and projective, then P is in SI and $ P is nilpotent
ideal by [5], Theorem 2.8. Hence, for any directsum M of any copies of P, we
have (3M=J(SM)J since ^M is nilpotent. Therefore, M is semi-perfect, and P is
perfect. Let Pf= Σ 0 P t ; P/& are artinian and Pf be semi-perfect. Then {P.}
is a semi-T-nilpotent system from Theorem 7. Furthermore, since JPi is nil-
potent, {P.} is a T-nilpotent system. Hence, Pf is perfect from Theorem 6.

Corollary 2. Let P be a semi-perfect module. Then there exists a maximal
one among submodules which are perfect and direct summand of P. Those maximal
perfect submodules are ίsomorphic each other.

Proof. L e t P = Σ Σ θ M Λ ί 0 Σ Σ Maβ as in the above proof. If 9fAΓΛί

is elementwise T-nilpotent, then {Mai, Maβ} is T-nilpotent, since it is semi-T-nil-
potent. Hence, if we chooseevery MΛi whose ideal ̂ MΛi is T-nilpotent, Pλ— Σ ' Σ

0 M Λ ( 0 Σ Σ ΘΛίtfβ is a direct summand of M and perfect, where Σ ' r u n s

through all MΛ. in the above. Put P = P1®P2. If P = Q1®Q2, Qi^Pi and g x

is perfect, thenP=Q1 '®P1®Q2 and Q2 = Q2'®P1. S i n c e P 2 « ρ / e ρ 2 , ρ/ = (0)
by the assumption. Hence, Px is a desired perfect sub module. Let Tλ be a
maximal element as in Corollary 2; P=T1(BT2, then T2 is in 5t. It is clear
that Tu P1 and T2, P 2 have the isomorphic direct components, respectively.
Hence, P^Tλ.

Finally, we shall give some results concerned with ones obtained in [9].

First we shall give another proof of [9], Theorem 5.5.

Proposition 5 ([9]). Let SI be as above and P a direct summand of an object
M in SI. IfJ{P) is small in P, then P is in SI.

Proof. Let M = P φ P j and P=eM for some idempotent e. P contains a
dense submodule P o with inclusion / such that if =e (mod ^) for some / in
[M,P0]R. Pute=if+x,x<=$. Then P=P0+x(P) and x(P)dPf]J(M)=J(P).
Hence, P=P0.

Proposition 6 ([9], Corollary 5.3). Let {P}? be a finite set of semi-perfect
n

modules. Then Σ Φ-P, ̂  semi-perfect.
1

Proof. Since ^p.^J(SPi) for every /, we can show %>p=J(SP) by using
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fundamental transformations of matrices (see [4], Lemma 8). Hence, P is semi-

perfect from Propostion 4.

Proposition 7 ([9], Theorem 7.2). If J(R) is right T-nilpotent, then every

semi-perfect modules is perfect.

Proof. Let P= Σ ®PΛ be semi-perfect. Then %P= [P, J(P)]=[P, PJ(R)].

Hence, for any /<Ξ [Pm Pβ] Π 3 and xa^PaJ(xa)= Σ Λ ^ , . , aβi<=J(R). There-

fore, {PΛ} is Γ-nilρotent system by the assumption. Hence, P is perfect from

Theorem 6.

REMARK. [9], Theorem 5.1 is a special case of Theorem 3.
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